
 

 
 
 

 

RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 97 
11th FEBRUARY 2022 

GREETINGS: 
 

Day 687 of the State of Disaster... Fire season continues – St Georges Cathedral the latest target... 
petrol price yoyo... Eskom engineers baling out... Zondo: How Lynne Brown inspired a 
recommendation to criminalise abuse of power... Malusi Gigaba sold SA for a song... Simmering 
divisions in the ANC, disagreements between ministers, and "very clear" differing interpretations of 
the unfolding July 2021 unrest caused a fragmented response to the violence that killed more than 
300 people... and it might happen again... 
These are just some of the damning findings in the (astonishing) report of a panel of experts 
appointed to probe the July 2021 unrest... ANC and SAPS infighting caused failure of intelligence, 
lack of response to July riots – but it could well happen again... calls to sack Cele and Dlodlo... we 
don’t need SONA – we need action and prosecutions! The “Tinder Swindler” made a turn in Cape 
Town! Did he trick you too? And better refereeing of the URC rugby games... 
Four aides quit in fallout from Downing Street parties... Johnson and Patel’s claims about falling 
crime criticised by UK watchdog... six North Sea oil and gas fields are expected to be approved... 
UK National Grid’s scheme to pay households to ration their power use – there’s a thought for 
Eishkom!..  World faces ‘bumpy, difficult’ Covid transition, says senior scientist... you know, we never 
would have guessed... Prince Andrew threat to Royal Family. 
Australia announced it will reopen its borders to vaccinated travellers... Turmoil in Canada: Police 
seize fuel to deal with an unprecedented 10-day occupation by protesting truckers. Desperate 
Trudeau throws the sink at them – it’s a very peaceful protest, but Trudeau says he backs BLM and 
Antifa rather than his own blue collar workers... to cap it all the woke idiot child ran away to a secure 
location, unable to face his own people... the people of Canada are shocked... US spiraling into third 
world status under poor Old Joe and his fellow travellers.. 
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GOD SAVE THE QUEEN! 
 

 
 

On 6 February 2022, Queen Elizabeth became the first British monarch in history to celebrate a 
Platinum Jubilee. Seven decades have passed since she acceded to the throne at the age of 25 
following the death of her father, George VI. In the intervening years, she has advised 14 prime 
ministers, met 13 US presidents and acted as a steadfast figurehead as the nation navigated 
countless crises. To mark this unprecedented milestone, events will be organised throughout the 
year, culminating in a four-day weekend in June. Her Majesty said: “Tomorrow, 6th February, marks 
the 70th anniversary of my Accession in 1952. It is a day that, even after 70 years, I still remember 
as much for the death of my father, King George VI, as for the start of my reign. As we mark this 
anniversary, it gives me pleasure to renew to you the pledge I gave in 1947 that my life will always 
be devoted to your service. As I look ahead with a sense of hope and optimism to the year of my 
Platinum Jubilee, I am reminded of how much we can be thankful for. These last seven decades 
have seen extraordinary progress socially, technologically and culturally that have benefitted us all; 
and I am confident that the future will offer similar opportunities to us and especially to the younger 
generations in the United Kingdom and throughout the Commonwealth. I am fortunate to have had 
the steadfast and loving support of my family. I was blessed that in Prince Philip I had a partner 
willing to carry out the role of consort and unselfishly make the sacrifices that go with it. It is a role I 
saw my own mother perform during my father’s reign. This anniversary also affords me a time to 
reflect on the goodwill shown to me by people of all nationalities, faiths and ages in this country and 
around the world over these years. I would like to express my thanks to you all for your support. I 
remain eternally grateful for, and humbled by, the loyalty and affection that you continue to give 
me. And when, in the fullness of time, my son Charles becomes King, I know you will give him and 
his wife Camilla the same support that you have given me; and it is my sincere wish that, when that 
time comes, Camilla will be known as Queen Consort as she continues her own loyal service. And 
so as I look forward to continuing to serve you with all my heart, I hope this Jubilee will bring together 
families and friends, neighbours and communities – after some difficult times for so many of us – in 
order to enjoy the celebrations and to reflect on the positive developments in our day-to-day lives 
that have so happily coincided with my reign.” 
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HERO PARROTT MEDALS ON AUCTION: 
 

      
 

Medals awarded to Hurricane and Spitfire pilot Wg Cdr Peter Lawrence Parrott, who became a 
recruitment poster boy for the RAF are expected to fetch up to £120,000 when sold this month. The 
collection includes a DFC and bar and an AFC awarded to Parrott, who nearly achieved ace-in-a-
day status during his first aerial combats in May 1940. Aged just 19, he went on to fly with 607 
(County of Durham) Sqn during the Battle of France, and with 145 Squadron over the beaches of 
Dunkirk. He was shot up in combat by a Heinkel III over Dunkirk, managing to limp home across the 
Channel and crash land in a field on the South coast. Parrott went on to distinguish himself during 
the Battle of Britain, shooting down two enemy aircraft in August. He recounted: “Our first view of 
the convoy near St Catherine’s Point was of Ju 87s in their bombing dives. Above the Ju 87s were 
the escorting Bf 109s and to the southeast were two more large formations of enemy aircraft 
approaching the convoy. It was a formidable sight. I had already taken part in the battle for France, 
and patrolled over Dunkirk during the evacuation, but I had never before seen so many aircraft in 
the sky at once.” Parrott’s photograph, taken during the Battle of France, was used on a recruiting 
poster – providing one of the iconic RAF images of WWII. He was shot down serving with 605 
(County of Warwick) Squadron in December 1940. He said: “Looking down, the ground seemed to 
be coming up remarkably quickly. I was swinging from side to side but had no time to try pulling the 
shrouds to stop the swing before I slammed into the ground, on about the third downward swing, 
falling on my right leg and shoulder.” “I felt half stunned. I opened my eyes and found I was lying on 
the grass. I was at this time not sure whether I was still in this world or had already passed on to the 
next. I did not really care much either way.” Parrott flew Spitfires over Sicily and Italy and 
commanded 43 and 72 (Basutoland) Squadrons. After the war he was a test pilot and flew early 
Vampire and Meteor jets of the Libyan royal family and government on tours of the Middle East. 
During the 1972 Arab- Israeli war, Parrott flew at Colonel Gaddafi’s behest, to Uganda to collect Idi 
Amin, whom he was to take to Khartoum to act as the mediator in the conflict. On landing the Learjet 
at Entebbe, Parrott and his co-pilot found themselves arrested and interrogated as suspected 
mercenaries before Amin realised who they were. In 1973, Parrott returned to Britain to work as a 
training adviser until his retirement in 1983. His eight medals are to be sold by the family at auction 
by Dix Noonan Webb. (RAF News and Others) 
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************** 
OBITUARY: 
 
FLIGHT LIEUTENANT Peter Spindler DFC and BAR, RAF, who has died aged 99, was a navigator 
in Bomber Command who flew operations in the Halifax and Lancaster, and was twice awarded the 
DFC.  
 

     
 

Too young to join the RAF to fly, he spent a year serving with the Wantage Home Guard, becoming 
a Lance Corporal. He then joined the RAF in June 1941 and trained as a navigator in Canada under 
the British Commonwealth Air Training Plan. After returning to Britain a year later, he initially 
converted to the twin-engine Whitley bomber. His unit was attached to Coastal Command for six 
weeks and Spindler flew five anti-submarine patrols over the Atlantic. He then transferred to the 
Halifax and in June 1943 joined 51 Squadron based at Snaith in Yorkshire. Spindler and his all-
sergeant crew had arrived on the squadron at the height of the Battle of the Ruhr. On their first 
operational sortie, the crew had attacked the target at Mulheim when they were intercepted by a 
German night fighter, which the two gunners managed to beat off. 
Over the next few weeks, they bombed other major industrial cities. On August 12 they took off to 
attack Milan. An engine failed and the Halifax was unable to climb above the Alps so the bombs had 
to be jettisoned before the aircraft flew back to base on three engines. On the night of August 17 
1943, Bomber Command sent a large force of heavy bombers to attack the German research and 
testing establishment at Peenemunde on the Baltic Coast, where the V-1 and V-2 rockets and 
missiles were being tested. Spindler and his Halifax crew of 51 Sqn were flying their 12th operation 
when they headed out over Denmark to the Baltic, before setting course for the target under the 
direction of a Master Bomber of the Pathfinder Force. The Halifax squadrons were the first of 560 
bombers to attack and they bombed from the unusually low height of 7,000 feet. The initial ‘marking’ 
was too far south, but the Master Bomber gave corrections and Spindler and his crew dropped their 
bombs on their briefed target before returning safely to their base in Yorkshire. The raid was 
successful, and it was estimated that the V-2 development programme had been delayed by at least 
six weeks. Losses amongst the later-arriving bombers were high, with 40 being lost. After the 
Peenemunde attack, Spindler and his crew flew on the first raid of the preliminary phase of the Battle 
of Berlin, returning to the ‘Big City’ a week later. In October he was commissioned before completing 
his first tour of 27 operations with an attack against the rail marshalling yards at Cannes. A few 
weeks later he was awarded the DFC. After a period as an instructor, he returned to operations in 
December 1944, this time on the Lancaster with 550 Squadron based in Lincolnshire. He flew with 
the Australian flight commander Edgar Pickles. At the time, Bomber Command was concentrating 
on attacks against the German railway system and the synthetic oil plants. Spindler’s first target was 
the railyards at Koblenz. On Christmas Eve he attacked the marshalling yards at Cologne and on 
New Year’s Eve the target was the rail complex at Osterfeld. The synthetic oil plants at Leuna, Politz 
and Lutzendorf were attacked and in mid- February Bomber Command turned its attention to the 
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cities in the east of Germany as Soviet forces closed in from the east. Spindler’s crew flew on 
the raids in February that destroyed Dresden and Chemnitz and, a few days later, Pforzheim was 
the target.  
With the war drawing to a close, Spindler dropped bombs on the Blohm & Voss shipyard in Hamburg, 
and on April 18 he flew on the raid that destroyed the island fortress of Heligoland after the civilian 
population had been evacuated. It was his 50th operation. Still only 22 years old, he was awarded 
a Bar to his DFC. The citation concluded: “At all times he has shown courage, skill and devotion to 
duty and has set an example to all.” 
He left 550 Squadron in May 1945 and spent the next 12 months as an instructor at bomber training 
units before completing a specialist navigation course. He was released from the RAF in June 1946. 
He identified the raid on Peenemunde, his first trip to Berlin, when 55 aircraft were lost, the attack 
on Dresden, and the February 1945 operation to Pforzheim, when the Master Bomber was awarded 
the Victoria Cross, as his most memorable. 
In 2012 he was reunited with his Australian pilot, Edgar Pickles, who returned to Britain again in 
2018 when the two friends pored through scrapbooks of the time they had flown together 72 years 
earlier. (RAF NEWS) 
 
BOMBER MASTERMIND: 
 

 
 

I REFER to the article on p9 of RAF News 1527 (January 14), about the Bomber Mastermind. 
I strongly protest that it is most unfortunate to perpetuate the mythology that Bomber Command 
developed saturation bombing that completely demolished civilian quarters, in tandem with 
American precision attacks on specific military and industrial sites. Nothing could be further from the 
reality. The archive evidence is absolutely clear that the actual bombfall in Europe from RAF and 
USAAF bombers was indistinguishable in terms of distribution around the intended targets. Much 
hinged on the expected performance of the Norden bombsight used by the USAAF and the 
demonstrated accuracy during trials in the US. That simply did not travel across to Europe because 
of the lack of target visibility during bomb runs. It did not travel to Japan either for the same reason. 
That became very clear to General LeMay with the B-29s and led to the delivery of fire storming of 
Japanese cities with napalm, in clear conflict with the Presidential direction that civilians were not to 
be attacked. Just one example of the reality in Europe can be found within the RAF Historical Society 
Bracknell Paper No.4, Reaping the Whirlwind, dated March 26, 1993. Section 5 of that Paper was 
provided by Dr Richard Hallion on behalf of the USAAF. He stated that: “We are tremendously in 
debt to Britain for the bombing results achieved with radar bombing, which were far superior to those 
obtained visually from the Norden bombsight. That bombsight was indeed loudly heralded before 
the war as able to do remarkable things, but was in Europe critically dependent on one thing in short 
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supply – namely good weather and clear visibility. We were happy in WWII to accept a circle of error, 
probability of 3,300ft with a 2,000lb bomb dropped from a B-17.” What was so equally clear was the 
huge public relations benefit gained by the USAAF in their consistent claim to deliver precision 
bombing, whereas Sir Arthur Harris [above] spoke the blunt truth. Please never forget that Bomber 
Command also delivered precision bombing when the visibility allowed. Precision is a totally different 
capability today. However, enough said for the moment. One of the better descriptions of the WWII 
combined bombing offensive from one of the 8th USAAF commanders was that the RAF delivered 
precision bombing of area targets; and the USAAF delivered area bombing of precision targets. John 
Stubbington Wg Cdr (Ret’d) in RAF News 
 
SAAF BIRTHDAY CELEBRATIONS: 
 

 
 

General Mbambo last Friday acknowledged the 102 years of the SAAF existence has provided many 
lessons that the ability to navigate adversity successfully would remain a critical characteristic while 
agility and utilising opportunities of technological innovation would be vital to success. He reported 
on regional and humanitarian operations that the SAAF had undertaken, praising SAAF members 
for their service and expertise. The recent fire at AFB Waterkloof was referred to and the Air Force 
Board had decided to award appropriate medals to those members involved in minimizing damage 
to infrastructure and prevention of loss of life. General Mbambo had announced the new SAAF vision 
at the Prestige Evening on Thursday 4 February 2022 with the headline “Projective effective air and 
space power through innovation in the theatre of our operations.” It was acknowledged that we 
operate in Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous (VUCA) situation so forcefully demonstrated 
by the Covid-19 pandemic and the consequences of that. Because of the VUCA environment, the 
SAAF would have to adopt a “different template of thinking” to train and prepare for the future. 
Innovation would be required to “Free the Eagle” and wide-ranging changes would be required, 
especially in adaptations to constraining policies. The SAAF had not been active in the area of Space 
and in order to remain relevant, this domain would require urgent development. 
 
INFLATION LOOMS: 
 

Affordability becomes a huge hurdle as potential defaults are in the spotlight as interest rates 
increase. Since July 2020, consumers have enjoyed the lowest interest rate in almost five decades. 
The South African Reserve Bank cut the repo rate five times in the space of four months in just one 
year. Many consumers took advantage of the record-low interest rates and the residential property 
market was flooded with young buyers in the past two years, and their average purchase price 
climbed to around R1 million, a significant increase compared to previous years. Now, the central 
bank has raised the repo rate in two successive meetings, and SA has entered a slow and steady 
path of "normalisation" of its interest rate with the negative effect on consumers. 
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MARA: BITTER END: 
 

Towards the end of 2019, President Cyril Ramaphosa described the launch of the Mara smartphone 
factory outside Durban as "a great moment in South Africa’s drive to be a producer of advanced 
goods". That factory is now empty, and on auction. Its sale was mandated by Standard Bank and 
the Industrial Development Corporation (which supplied trade finance and project finance 
respectively), Keith Green, Park Village Auctions' Durban auctioneer, said, speaking to Business 
Insider South Africa on Monday. Auction documents show that two financial institutions have taken 
possession of the factory, down to the office furniture. Another R1,5 billion down the drain... 
 
CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Lunches recommenced at Wanderers! On Friday 4 February, 30 members gathered in the Cigar Bar 
at Wanderers for the first “formal” post-Covid lunch of 2022. The Chairman called for a Minutes 
Silence before Grace in memory of the Club members who had passed on during the period since 
lockdown. As far as we know, only one was directly Covid related – we’re a hardy bunch! Lunch was 
enjoyed by all, and Jon Adams gave an update on what RAFOC has been doing during the lockdown 
restrictions. We look forward to regular lunches! 
 
TAILPIECE: 
 

There was a man who developed some rolls, 
Which looked so bad he set some goals, 
His girl was ashamed, 
Who cannot be named, 
So, then he started exercising on the poles. 
(The Sherriff of Nottingham Road) 
 

A US military aircraft had landing gear problems, and as the aircraft alighted and then skidded down 
the runway, at which point the Tower controller asked if they needed assistance. From the cockpit 
came back a laconic Southern drawl... “Dunno – we ain’t done crashing yet...” 
 

PM Borrie Johnson has announced that due to the new Indian Covid variant, Vindaflu, people will 
now be offered the Punjab. Please take this new variant seriously! My neighbour caught it, and has 
been in a Korma for a week, and he’s only just buried his Naan, who had a dodgy Tikka! As only five 
were allowed to attend the funeral, it led to a right arji bhaarji.... 
 

An elderly businessman buys a large house. The house is situated on a cliff overlooking the sea. 
One evening, the old gentleman is out for his usual walk before going to bed. The evening is a very 
blustery one. He ventures a little too close to the cliff's edge, loses his footing and falls over the 
brink. Fortunately, he is able to grasp a very slender sapling that is growing out of the cliff, which 
stops his fall. The old gentleman hangs there for a few moments, terribly shaken. Eventually, he 
calls out, "Is there anybody there?" At once a great voice seems to fill the whole of the firmament. It 
comes out of the clouds, out of the sea and out of the cliff itself. It says in measured tones, "There 
is always someone up here, my son. All that you need to do is release your hold upon that small 
tree and you will descend safely to the shore below." The old gentleman considers this for a moment 
and takes a look down at the jagged rocks 200ft below him. Then he looks up again and says, "Is 
there anybody else up there?" 
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MEMBERS WRITE: 
 

Brian Stableford wrote in with an interesting insight into his personal career and RAF history: 
“Dear Bruce, I am sure you will be interested in this piece of RAF history. Bill Tyack, joined up with 
me, at Cranwell, 60 years ago last month. We were in 86C Squadron. He ended up as an Air 
Commodore. Seven of us are in regular contact and I hope to do a "Farewell" mission to the UK in 
April. After I returned to SA in 1970, I had no idea what became of them, and I started a "What 
happened after Cranwell" project and attach for your interest. Your "Ramblings" continue to be 
inspirational and I hope that the RAFOC lunch events can continue undisturbed, from now on. 
Yours aye 
Brian 
 

 
 

Bill Tyack writes: 
Chaps, I am in the middle of clearing / tidying my study. I came across my ITS course picture from 
South Cerney in 1964. The Stn Cdr was Gp Capt PG Ottewill GC AFC.  Piqued by the GC, I looked 
him up. His obit from DT is below. I had no idea about his bravery and fascinating career. I wonder 
why? I have just read the biography of ACM Sir Wilfred Freeman, whose personal contribution to 
equipping the RAF for WW2 was recognised by Churchill offering him a barony at the same time as 
the Chiefs of Staff, ahead of Monty. He declined, as he reckoned he could not afford it and accepted 
a knighthood. An under-sung hero. Also contains interesting perspectives on other WW2 airmen 
such as Portal, Tedder and Leigh-Mallory. I highly recommend it. 
Best Wishes, 
Bill 
 

Group Captain Peter Ottewill GC AFC RAF; Group Captain Peter Ottewill, who has died aged 87, 
was awarded the George Medal in 1943 after rescuing the two crewmembers of a Bristol Beaufighter 
which had crashed into an ammunition store during take-off. When the plane crashed at Kirknewton, 
in Scotland, the aircraft's ammunition began to explode; there was the further danger that its fuel 
tanks would go up, as well as the 30,000 rounds of ammunition in the store. Ottewill, who was at 
this time a squadron leader, jumped on to the aircraft's wing to rescue the pilot and the observer, 
both of whom were trapped. After opening the front hatch, he struggled to release the pilot from his 
cockpit harness and dragged him clear. He then returned to get the observer, who was in a very 
dazed condition; just after he pulled the man clear, a petrol tank blew up. Ottewill had himself been 
badly burned in combat over France during the evacuation of the British Expeditionary Force in the 
early summer of 1940; he had had to undergo intensive plastic surgery. Concluding its tribute to 
Ottewill, the Air Ministry stated: "He accepted the risk of further burns and injuries in going to the 
assistance of his comrades and effecting their rescue. Fortunately, he sustained only slight burns 
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during this rescue." Peter Guy Ottewill was born on November 5, 1915, and educated at Roan 
School for Boys at Greenwich, south London. In 1931, when he was 16, Ottewill entered the RAF 
as a boy apprentice. After passing out in 1933, he served as an armourer until 1937, when he was 
accepted for pilot training. A year later, Sergeant Ottewill was posted to No 43, a Hawker Fury 
biplane fighter squadron stationed at Tangmere, in Sussex. He felt honoured, as a former boy 
entrant, to join the Fighting Cocks, as the squadron was known. The unit was famous for its aerobatic 
displays and for its silver painted aircraft; the pilots were predominantly former cadets from RAF 
College Cranwell. When war broke out in September 1939, the squadron, which was badged with a 
strutting gamecock, was re-equipped with Hawker Hurricane eight-gun fighters. They very soon 
began to live up to their fine First World War record and the squadron motto: Gloria finis (Glory to 
the End). In November the squadron was sent north, to Acklington, near Newcastle. Ottewill flew 
fighter patrols in defence of the North East and of North Sea shipping. In the New Year of 1940 he 
moved further north, to Wick, near John O'Groats. Operating from the bleak north-eastern tip of 
Scotland, he helped to defend the naval base at Scapa Flow in Orkney. Conditions were often 
appalling, as groundcrew fought to secure their Hurricane charges in the face of ferocious weather. 
Sheets of ice which had formed on the wings, and mud - which often reached knee deep - clogged 
the radiators. Some aircraft, having taken off in blinding rain to patrol warships and convoys in 
tempestuous seas, simply disappeared. It was a horrendous baptism during which Ottewill not only 
honed his flying and survival skills, but also, along with his fellow squadron pilot Flight Lieutenant 
Peter Townsend, began to get the measure of raiding German bombers. Ottewill's successes 
included a half share in a Heinkel 111 bomber east of Tynemouth on February 3, and another shared 
Heinkel east of Wick on March 28. Finally, after sharing in a Dornier 17 bomber on May 9 - bringing 
the squadron's total to 12 destroyed and two damaged - he returned south to Tangmere. On June 7 
1940 Ottewill flew two cross-Channel sorties to cover the BEF's retreat and evacuation. On the first 
he bagged an Me 109 fighter; on the second, he had just shot down another 109 when an enemy 
fighter got the better of him; severely burned, he baled out of his Hurricane. Ottewill came down 
behind German lines, and was hidden by a farmer; then, concealed beneath a load of hay on a cart, 
he was delivered safely to a retreating British unit. Meanwhile, he had been posted missing believed 
killed. The squadron was astonished when he turned up at Tangmere. Although most burned airmen 
were treated by the celebrated plastic surgeon Archie McIndoe and his team at the Queen Victoria 
Hospital, East Grinstead - thereby earning membership of the Guinea Pig Club - Ottewill was treated 
elsewhere. He was, however, fortunate in that his case was supervised by Sir Harold Gillies; he was 
the First World War father of plastic surgery who had trained McIndoe, a fellow New Zealander and 
distant cousin. The fact that Ottewill had been treated by Gillies assured him of a warm welcome at 
the Guinea Pig Club's annual dinners. Ottewill was commissioned in 1941, and began to specialise 
in anti-aircraft co-operation and gunnery training. In 1943 he was commanding No 1490 fighter 
gunnery flight in Scotland when the Beaufighter incident took place at Kirknewton, a satellite of RAF 
Turnhouse. Following several training postings in the 1940s, Ottewill served with the Royal 
Australian Air Force. After commanding the RAAF's No 2 Operational Training Unit at Williamstown, 
in New South Wales, he served in Korea, where he was awarded the AFC. Ottewill returned home 
to staff duties with the 2nd Tactical Air Force in Germany and at NATO. Spells followed at the US 
Air War College; on the US 9th Air Force operations staff; and with the British Joint Services Mission 
in Washington. In 1963 Ottewill received command of RAF South Cerney, in Gloucestershire. After 
retiring in 1965, he took an agricultural course and farmed at Holsworthy, in Devon, until the late 
1960s, when he joined the Overseas Development Agency and was posted to Ghana. Ottewill retired 
to Reigate, Surrey, in 1980 when he was 65, but worked as an executive with the Metropolitan 
Society for the Blind. He was a keen golfer. He died on 31 January 2003. In 1937 he married Phyllis 
Wilshaw. After her death in 1969 he continued to bring up his stepdaughter, Deirdre. In 1971 he 
married Wendy Walters, who survives him. 
 
FROM RED STAR TO RED BULL: 
 

Part of Brian’s latter flying career was flying vintage aircraft with “big round engines” around the 
African continent. One of these was a DC6B which is now in the Red Bull collection, and with a very 
interesting provenance: 
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Yugoslav President Josip Broz Tito was a man who no doubt enjoyed travelling in style. He had 
at his disposal many modes of conveyance specifically designed and suited for moving him across 
his country and around the world in the most comfortable way possible. There was his yacht, the 
'Galeb', which famously sailed Tito all the way to England on one occasion, while there was also the 
Blue Train, which was Tito's fully decked-out personal locomotive transport that some described as 
the most opulent train in the world during the time it operated. However, all else paled in comparison 
when Tito, in 1958, achieved the momentous status symbol of acquiring his first personal airliner, 
an American-made Douglas DC-6B. But while the history of Tito and his Douglas is no doubt an 
intriguing one, what makes this plane's tale all the more surreal is exploring just how the plane went 
from flying under the banner of Yugoslavia's red star to, just 60 years later, flying under the banner 
of the Austrian energy-drink company "Red Bull". 
While the Douglas was continuing to run excellently through the 1960s, in 1967, Tito replaced the 
Douglas as his presidential air transport with a new Soviet Ilyushin Il-14, which was itself replaced 
two years later in 1969 with a French jetliner Sud Aviation SE 210 Caravelle. Then, in 1975, Tito 
gave up the Caravelle for a new American-made Boeing 727 jet aircraft, which he used until his 
death in 1980. It was also in 1975 that Tito took the trusty Douglas plane that had taken him on 
nearly 60 trips around the world (which had been utilized by secondary Yugoslav politicians over the 
last eight years) and gifted it to Zambian President Kenneth Kaunda for his use as a personal 
presidential aircraft (at which point it acquired the new registration GBM 110). As an early member 
of the NAM and its chairperson from 1970-1973, Kaunda was reportedly a close friend of Jozip Broz 
Tito, so much so that Kaunda had a house built in Lusaka for when Tito visited Zambia and is 
documented to have dramatically wept in front of Tito's coffin during the funeral in 1980. As such, 
Tito gifting the plane to Kaunda makes more sense within this context. It is also important to mention 
that along with the 'Tito' Douglas, Kaunda also was gifted its sister plane, the other 1958 Douglas 
aircraft which had been used for years by JAT. During the mid-1970s, Kaunda used the 'Tito' 
Douglas for transport to many high-level political meetings within Africa (most notably the famous 
Victoria Falls Conference, for which Kaunda acted as mediator). Meanwhile, the sister Douglas 
aircraft operated primarily as transport for Kaunda's cabinet members and associated politicians. 
However, the two planes were used for only a few years before Kaunda and his cabinet opted for a 
more modern set of aircraft, at which point the Douglas planes were stored away in a remote hangar 
at Zambia's main airport in Lusaka for more than 15 years. In 1992, the two planes were discovered 
by pilot Chris Schutte, who operated a sightseeing charter airline in neighbouring Namibia called 
"Namibian Commercial Aviation" (NCA), based out of Eros Airport in the country's capital city of 
Windhoek. The 'Tito' Douglas was in extremely good shape for its age, with only 4,700 logged flight 
hours on it, so Schutte made a deal with the Zambian Air Force and purchased both planes for his 
tour business. The Tito airliner was given the registration V5-NCF and given the nickname "Fish 
Eagle" (the Namibian national bird) while its sister plane was given the designation V5-NCG and 
named "Bateleur". Both planes were subsequently repaired, refurbished and given a new paint job, 
with the interior given a 'safari-theme' decor. However, despite these decoration changes, much of 
the configuration of the interior was left in its original state. Schutte flew the planes on regular touristic 
flights around the region, particularly to Karina Gorge and Victoria Falls, until Covid collapsed the 
tourist trade. Full story and more pics at: https://www.spomenikdatabase.org/post/from-red-star-to-red-bull-the-
history-of-tito-s-douglas-dc-6b  
 

 
The 'Tito' Douglas DC6B in NCA colours 

 


